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Randomly Yours-Mixed Up Monday Thoughts. | Spatula In
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Rather than writing some drawn out meditation or heartfelt tome this morning, I just wanted to throw
a few ideas at the wall (and then clean the wall, naturally). Here goes.
—The Carrie Prejean saga ended last Tuesday when the Donald assured the world that she was
not to be fired. My final thoughts about the protracted mess went something like a.) she and Trump
looked like Bridget Hall and William Shatner in Miss Congeniality. b.) Prejean ended up sounding
like a honking genius compared to Perez Hilton by just sticking to her script and continuing to beam
with her off-putting Masters of the Universe smile. c.) As Carrie rides the pageant bus into the
sunset, maybe she could take all of the do-nothing celebrities who’ve made this decade unbearable
with her. There’s plenty of room for Perez and the rest of Hollywood’s no-talent y-listers. I look
forward to seeing her join the other clones at Fox News.
—I watched Keith Olberman’s Thursday night, eight minute meltdown until his rant ran over and
there was a chance of missing the opening of The Office. Why is one of broadcast journalism’s
biggest…figures…so worried about what Gawker or any other blog site say about him? As Keith
ranted he pointed repeatedly to his schedule for the last month, because he was upset that the
bloggers posted questions about his absence during the loss of his mother. WTF, indeed.
Olberman has now achieved a level of personal paranoia that rivals those he continually bores his
audience by rankling (i.e., Billo, Harold Hill, Comedian Rush). At least we know what we’re getting
when we watch Chris Matthews, the model of consistency at MSNBC.
—The reality television season is now crawling out of the ashes of what was the regular t.v.
schedule. We won’t have Lost, but now are privileged to watch a show where Sanjaya is stung by
bees. Hmmm. So You Think You Can Dance is coming back and I Don’t Think I Can Watch. Last
summer I tried to figure it out and my face burned like the show had given me some venereal
disease for a week. Mary Murphy makes Paula Abdul look like the most sane, reasonable person
on Earth. Speaking of sane and reasonable…
…Could Progressive Flo spontaneously combust? Maybe the dirty talking Quiznos oven could eat
her. It’s interesting to see a failed comedienne hawking insurance in a camel toe jump suit, but I
think the Geico caveman are sexier. Just saying.
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